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periodicals. The city of Delhi brings out the maximum number of
periodicals 495, followed by Maharastra 328 and UP 258 Our industrial
strength is revealed by the 630 (31.6%) titles belonging to engineering
and technology and the strong agriculture base by 327 titles. The third
largest segment of periodicals numbering 297, however, belongs to
medicine.
Profiles of local experts In various fields can be compiled in
anticipation of information demand. Enquiries can be answered by
contacting experts.
1.3.3 Information Vil/age
It aims to increase in skill-based rural empl.oyrn~nt in both fann
and off-farm sectors, with infonnation technology and infonnation related
services. The aim of Small Farmers' Agri-business Consortium (SF AC),
initi~ted by the Govt. of India is to take the benefits of modem agri-
business to resource-p.oor fanning families. SF AC plans to spread
knowledge-intensive technologies which are also ecologically sound.
The Information village is envisaged primarily as a comptiter-based
information access centre. Depending on the infrastructure available and
the iriformation requirements, these computer s)'stems may have different
configurations at different levels of sophistications.
In villages modem systems of infonnation are taken to the village-
individual-farm ifpossible-to see what impact it would have on the living
conditions of these population.
Bio-village is defined as a village where the best traditional wisdom
~ -
and technologies are integrated with such features of modern biological
technologies as are relevant to the condition of the village. Each
Information village, depending on its size, will have one or more
information shopes'~ which will be managed by enchanted unemployed/
school teachers/students/w"omen of the village. These managers of
infonnation shops will act as informatioIl seekers for the village and satisfy
the infonnation demands of the village. Being modelled along the lines
of' pan shops' , information shops convey the idea of villagers going down
to the shop for purchasing information. The owners of the shops, being
interested in making profits, select the best sites to locate the shops and
pay attention to the quality and display of the products and the quantum
of sales.
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Infonnation seekers will obtain what they need from among a set
of information resource centres using an appropriate communication
medium. In order to meet the various information needs of the villagers,
the concept of resource centre has been introduced,. The resource centre
essentially acts as a single-point source for all types of infomiation
products. The information resource centre will. be fed by a set of
infonnation producers. It is proposed that the information network should
satisfy all the infonnation needs of the villagers and the information will
be repackaged in such a way as to be most useful to the villagers. The
specific content of the infonnation package will be determined by the
needs and requirements of the villagers. The infonnation needs of the
villages will be identified using the participatory Rural Appraisal
Methodology. The nature of the infonnation package as well as mode of
communication will vary across the country .
It is the primary responsibility of the information value address to
ensure that the infonnation products are ideally suited for consumption
in the rural areas. They would repackage the appropriate technological
and scientific results in a form and language that is suitable for
dissemination among the villagers.
To fanners, "harvesting is believing" and hence the economic impact
of the new information spread in the village will determine the
sustainability and replicability of such an intensive knowledge and skill
transfer programme-.
Librarians ofPublic Libraries should establish strong linkages with
the grass-root level information workers at villages and the Rajiv Gandhi
Foundation, "Rural Library Project".
1.3. 4 Learning Society
It is not an exaggeration to describe the present society as a Learning
society. The most important demand that development makes on people
is probably to learn, to adapt and to grow.
.
F our essential components in a library to achieve excellence are :
.(1) sufficient resources; (2) leadership; (3) competent staff, and (4)
teamwork. The indispensable components of excellence seem to be staff
competence and harmony. Without them no leader, and no quantity of
resources, can move a library along the development path from good to
better to best. What is essential is a competent staff working in harmony
~
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towards a clear purpose that is suitable for conditions. Such a staff will
benefit much from a gifted leader but can do without one. Competence
requires study and practice; collegiality needs only sincere efforts. Most
of what excellence demands costs no moneyp It looks for great human
acts.
Guidelines on selecting the apropriate aspects of information
technology in Library and Information Science Curriculum are available.
Following the lead of the British Open university, distance learning
institutions have been established in many developed and developing
countries of the world.
There is still too much reliance on traditional academic courses in
librarianship. Library schools should try to keep pace with new
technologies to ensure that future information managers will be able to
satisfy the information needs of their clientele. This will also enab.le library
school graduates to work in a variety of organizations dealing with the
processing and disseminati~n of information.
The training of para-professional library staff in new technologies
\\'ith an emphasis on reference services is necessary .Para-professional
training is in effect a co!ltinuing education opportunity that focuses on
skill development and learning transfer as a means to improve work
performance.
Imaging technology which convert infomlation in paper fomlat to
compuier-reada'ble binary fomlat, is creating a multitude of elecn-onic
databases. Imaging industry is highly dependent upon expertise possesse'd
by library science graduates. In order to take advantage of this new job
market, library science teachers and students must learn the skills involved.
A professional is to be continuously at work on ones own growth
and developmenL He never stops studying. He seeks to develop within
himself BOt only new knowledge but new wisdom that comes from
continuous study and reflection. Of course, there is the problem of time.
But the real professional \\:fill find time to do these things. Personal
effectiveness is one of the ess-entials of professional leadership. The
professional must plan and execufe a continuous programme of self-
education. Through. constant study, one can escape from the strait:..jacket
of ones own discipline. The world is changing, and we must be prepared
to change \\fith it, only then can we seize the opportunities presented.
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1.3.5 Science Anxiety
Since anxiety is the avoidance of the study of science and thus the
lack of understanding ofbasic concepts by much of the general public.
Inferior teaching methods in schools, antiscience attitudes ofmany
writers, artists and teachers, fear of quantitative concepts and media
stereotypes of scientists contribute to science anxiety .
Majority of our scientists are also mediocre because most of them
received mediocre and unscientific education in science. In their college
days they were trained in illequipped laboratories, studied in illequipped
libraries and were taught by illequipped teachers. Their assignments and
errors were never corrected, they did not inculcate the habit of self-study
and scholarship. Their Ph.D. theses and their research papers may not
have been examined carefully. Unless drastic steps are taken we may
doom our coming ,.generations to permanent mediocrity in science and
mak~ our country a permanent begger of science and technology.
Evaluation of candidates for Reference Services for employment
should be done very carefully to ascertain that the candidate is not "Science
anxious" and has an intellectual curiosity about the sciences, willing to
learn necessary skills, and not afraid to handle difficult reference questions.
An applicant should be aware of issues affected by science and'technology
and asked how he/she would handle specific reference questions. They
must come to the job with right attitude towards science and technology
and be properly. trained by experienced science librarians.
On the job training must supplement the inadequate library school
preparation. Head reference librarians should compile a ttaining manual
for new employees which should include examples of actual science
reference questions and a bibliography of the many available guides to
the scientific literature. The new librarian must be required to answer the
sample reference questions and learn the thou~t process involved in the
reference work.
1.3. 6 Integrated Approach
We have som~ experience of evolving and implementing the macro-
cum-micro objectives: food security .This objective required integration
of (i) creativity , the seed technology by establishing Agricultural Research
and Education, Universities, by integrating their contribution for specific
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micro objectives through an all- India system on an area specific basis;
(ii) building of dams, irrigation systems; (iii) industries (steel, cement~
machinery for constructing dams etc.); (iv) fertiliser, pesticide industries;
(v) economic polices, price subsides; (vi) purchase sale organizations,
FCI down to the village level; (vii) plans of state governments; (viii)
organize retailing s)'stem; (ix) land reforms, consolidation of holdings;
registration of tenants; and so on.
The management strategy for "food security has to integrate political
levels; administrative levels; contribution of science, engineers,
technology: economics. commerce. various sectors of industries and social
policies of the government. The management strategy provides for
integration of macro objective with micro objective~ Under the pressure
for food security objective we applied the in,tegrative "development
approach" by giving the dominant driving role to innovations in seed
technologies plus supportive administrative role and limited political
support.
"Green Revolution" was possible because of the integrated
approach. Therefore, research extension and development agencies will
have to function as integrated links in a chain~ if the wheel of agricultural
progress is to move speedily and without interruption. If this can be
achieved, the food-population equation in the tropics would attain a
favorable balance from the point ofview offood supply and it may become
possible for many developing countries in the tropics to off-set through
'green power' their handicaps arising from the more restricted geographic
distribution of' oil power' .
Above mentioned successful approach example can provide goal-
directions in order to define end-objectives of'SRD' and enable librarians
of 21 st century in implementing the macro-cum-micro objectives of the
evolution of "Scientific Temper" in every citizen of India.
1.3.6.1 Micro Objectives of Scientific Temper
The person who has acquired. scientific literacy will possess the
abilit)' to:
recognize that scientific concepts (e.g. velocity, acceleration, force,
energy, electrical change, gravitational and inertial mass) are
invented or created by acts of human inrelligence and imagination
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and are not tangible objects accidentally discovered, like a fossil, a
new plant, or a particular m.ineral.
recognize that to be understood and correctly use~ such temlS
require careful operational definition, rooted in shared experience
and in simpler words previously defined; to comprehen~ in other
works, that a scientific concept involves an idea fIrst and a name
afterwards, and that understanding does not reside in the technical
temlS themselves.
comprehend the distinction between observation and inference, and
to discriminate between the two processes in the scientific context
under consideration.
distinguish between the occasional role of accidental discovery in
scientific investigation and the deliberate strategy of forming and
testing hypotheses.
understand the meaning of the word "theory" in the scientific
domain, and to have some sense, though specific examples, ofhow
theories are formed, tasted, validated, and accorded provisional
acceptance; to recognize, in consequence, that the term does not
refer to any and every personal opinion or unsubstantiated notion
and thus, for example, to see though the creationist locution that
descnoes evolution as "merely a theory ."
discriminate, on the one hand, between acceptance of asserted and
unverified end results, models, or conclusions and on the other ,
understand their basis and origin; that is, to recognize then questions
such as "How do we lmow ...? Why do we believe... ? What is the
evidence for... ? have been addressed, answered, and understood,
and when something is being taken on faith.
understan~ again through specific examples, the sense in which
scientific concepts and theories are mutable and provisional rater
-"
than final and unalterable, and to perceive the way in which such
sn-uCV.IreS are continually refined and sharpened by processes of
successive approximation.
comprehend the limitatIons inherent in scientific inquiry and be
aware ofth"e kinds of questions that are neither asked nor answered.
develop enough basic knowledge and understanding in some area
( or areas) of interest to allow intelligent rea4ing and subsequent
learning without formal insttuction.
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be aware of at least a few specific instances. in which scientific
knowledge has had direct impact on intellectual history and on one's
own view of the nature of the universe and of the nature of the
uniyerse and of the human condition within it.
be aware of at least a few specific instances of interaction between
science and society on moral, ethical, and sociological planes and
be aware of very close analogies between certain modes of though
in natural science an in other disciplines such as history , economics,
sociology and political science; for example, forming concepts,
testing hypothesis, discriminating between observation and
inference~ constructing models, and doing hypothetico-deductive
reasonmg.
The list is neither exhaustive nor prescriptive. As peT need of time
one may add a few or modify a few. Thus; it gives flexibility and dynamic
characteristics to "SRD".
1.3.6.2 Qualil):
Qualit): in libraries can be defined through: speed, precision,
currenc)' of products and services, reliability ofinfom1ation, accessibility,
completeness of infom1ation, presentation of information, time and cost
needed in relation to the usefulness to the client.
Qualit)' assurance deals with: Does the library develop the required
products? Does it provide the req:uired services for its clients? Quality
assurance also deals with the strategies and procedures to insure quality .
Quality management distinguishes between quality planning,
control, checking. Quality planning deals with the question which
requirements to products and services should be met to what extent. What
are the goals and missions of the "SRD"? Which users with what needs
are its clients? Quality planning fora product or a service must continually
adapt to the changing conditions and take into account external aspects
(related to customers) and internal aspects (related to library concerns).
Quality control deals with testing and correction of the realization ofhigh
quality in a product or service. Quality cIiecking deals with checking
\\,hether a product or service fulfills the requirements agreed upon.
Quality policy comprises the basic intentions ~nd goals of an
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organisation concerning quality .These include customer orientation, fast
reaction to changed market conditions by introducing new products, or
discontinuation of products no longer demanded, offering products aQd
services of high quality , strong customer service.
Information Technology can support total quality management
TQM) and continuous quality improvement (CQI).
We have accepted the challenge of international competitiveness
in 'Knowledge- industry'. We will not be able to meet this challenge
unless we have quality , not only for some selected readers, but for all of
those who visit and don't visit "SRD" due to various reasons.
1.3.6.3 Visibility and Vision
There is so much debate at National level on science & technology
in the post-liberarlisation era but librarians are never involved in such a
debatt:. Why? It is because librarians are behaving themselves as passive
observers. They are suffering with inferiority complex. If librarians
continue with such a mania it is no wonder all the top positions in library
administration will be occupied by non-librarians and librarians will
continue to be treated as clerks. It is a threat to the librarianship in the
21 st century .Active participation in national current debates is essential
to maintain visibility .Adapt yourself to the challenges or accept extinction.
These discussions help us to understand our relative position in the
evolving scheme of direction. How can we plan our future if we do not
have a basic understanding of the present? Our future is limited to the
initiatives we take today. The librarianship should share the concern of
educators, public servants, and scientists regarding science literacy crisis..
To date, there has been little written in the literature oflibrarianship about
science literacy. The library profession has to play its significant role in
the promotion of science literacy.
Visibility of $e infonnation professional in tenns of his role in
contributing to society through infonnation services must be constantly
maintained. Directly serving the infonnation needs of key officials has
been found to be a successful approach. Information professionals have a
responsibility to study the various modes in which information is used
and its benefit to users. Studies of this nature will aid in the development
of methodologies to track the information use, to gain a better
understanding of the ro le of information, to learn of methods that could
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be effectively used to disseminate relevant information to individuals and
groups, and to educate potential users and society at large on the benefits
and need for effective information management and use. They should
also take it upon themselves to playa variety of roles and to seek out and
take advantage of opportunities in order to reach common goals related
to the improvement of the national information infrastructure.
We frequently handicap ourselves by our own self image. We see
ourselves as technicians-inforrnation retrievers, system builders, etc. .and
so are viewed by others in the light. These are obviously useful as skills~
but they are not management skills. In order to attain a management
position we need to believe in ourselves as manage:rs rather than as
technicians and begin to act in the appropriate manner. We should develop
our career path with a managementjob as its goal. No dou.bt we are bad at
advertising and marketing of our own skills and abilities.
""SRD" librarian must keep abreast of current relev~tjournals and
literature. One should refer ~t least core journals regularly. e.g. Libral);
.4 dm in istration; Public Libraries,o The Reference Librarian,o Resource
Sharing & lliformation Nern,orks, etc.
.
One should also contribute articles to national and international
journals regularl)'. You can take one of the current local/national/
international problem'} collect data'} literature'} information, compile an
article understandable to the target group and satisfy the talent, potential
or felt need of the group. Feel your5elf successful in the success of others.
To cite an example let us say: AIDS is a local problem, national
problem as well as a international problem. How many of the librarians
of our country have kept up-to-"date knowledge of the tremendous growth
in AIDS literature. If readers approach you and asks a few questions are
you in a position to satisfy them. Try to understand that readers have
realised that vou can be of no use to them !"'
Public Health arid Mortality Studies deal with AIDS, and a Public
Librarian must cater to the infonnation needs of the Public.
Public Library is the temple of leamiflg open to public-meaning
encompasses unborn child to dead ones also, i.e. you must presef\'e
information on dead ones but have vision to plan your library to the needs
of the yet unborn infant.
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The validity of the Fifth law of Library Sc"ience i.e., Library is a
growing organism is looked into the context of advancements in modem
technology and their impact on libraries. The use of CD-ROM, in place
of conventional books is visualised. The problems and prospects ofCD-
ROMs are explained.
Article 21 of the Constitution of India guarantees Right to Life as a
fundamental right and if by life we dot not mean mere vegetative or
animate living and do mean life with human dignities then certainly
education is covered by Article 21 of the Constitution. Right to Education
is included in Right to Life. Though there is no Article declaring education
to be within fundamental rights yet. Infact from Article 21 has sprung up
a whole lot ofhuman rights, jurisprudence viz. right ~o legal ai~ speedy
ttial, means of livelihood, dignity and privacy, heal~ pol1ution-free
environment, and so on.
.Article 21 declares that no person shall be deprived of his life or
personal liberty except according to the procedure estab lished by Law.
Though the article is worded in negative tenns it has both negative and
affmnative dimensions. The provision of Part III (Fundamental Rights )
and Part IV (Directive Principles) are supplentary and complementary to
each other and that Fundamental Rights are but a means to achieve the
goal included in Part IV.
Right to education, understood in the context of Article 45 and 41,
means: (a) every child/citizen of this country has a right to free education
until heishe completes the age of 14 years and (b) after a child/citizen
completes 14 years, his right to education is circumscnoed by the limits
of the economic capacity of the State and its devel<?pment. But more
money has been spent and more attention is directed to higher education
than to-and at the cost of- primary education. Though Education is the
largest budgetary head after Defense yet the expendittJre of 3% GNP is
much less as compared to other countries spending 6 to 8% of their GNP .
Have you noticed that 14 years is only chronological age limit in
the Articles mentioned above. What about mentally handicapped or slow
learner having chronological age by birth 20 years but Mental Age only
10 years? Can Public Libraries take care of them through Open Learning
approach? After 14 years state does not guarantee educatio~ but Public
Libraries are open to them till they die. Thus Public horarian has to
understand the wide scope of them.
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After the imposition of Emergency in, 9-75, the Constitution was
amended in a number of respects. This was done in 1976 through the
42nd Amendment. One of its provision was to make education central
(because of the provisions for coordination and standards). Now the entire
field of education, from primary to university level, became a concurrent
subject. However, as usual there has been no follow-up (Implementation
Phobia) legislation since then to spell out how concun-ence would be
implemented. For all practical purposes, therefore, education stays whe!e
it was before !976.
Todayonly 14-16 per cent of the graduates are employed. Rest of
them are in three groups i.e. self-employed, under.employed, and
unemplo)'able graduates. Should we trace the deep roots of our failures?
Pre-independence, orientation, anglicism, vernacularism
When the House of Commons in: 792-93 consiaered renewing
the East India Company's Charter, a debate concerning higher education
arose. William Wilberforce argued that Parliament should take steps to
provide useful knowledge to the inhabitants of the British India. One
"mem ber of the CouI1 of Directors of the company, however, is reported
to have observed: '"We have just lost America from our folly, in having
allo\\'ed the establishment of schools and colleges, and it will not do for
us to repeat the same out of folly in !egard to India."
Orientalism as an educational and cultural project began in the late
eighteenth century in order to facilitate the process of reverse acculturation
\\those goal was to train British administrators and civil servants to fit
into the culture of the ruled, and to assimilate them thoroughly into the
'native wa)' of life. The scholars produced by Orientalism -William
Jones~ Henry Colebroke, Halhead and Charles Wilkins -undertook
exhaustive research digging our most literary and linguistic resources of
ancient India for the reintroduction of the' natives' to their own ' heritage' .
It encouraged (false) prestige in the past achievements. Thus it was
successful in establishing past i.e. Bhoot(Ghost) sawari(procession) on
Indian intellectuals. Even now we live in the so called,glories of the past
records and culture wnich is nothing but refined opium to the psyche and
can be called "'psychological Moratorium."
Anglicism was dependent upon orientalism for its ideological
programmes. Anglicists ensured eternal spirit of and authority in the
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English texts themselves. The differentiated education that the Indian
social structure encouraged, that is, vernacular for the lower classes, and
English for the upper classes, ensured english high culture to be maintained
in all to purity without the erosion that was then occuring to the.so-called
polite literature within England. The filtration theory of Macaulay and
John Stuart Mill succeeded in cultivating a small elite group of Indians
who were to act as the benevolent disseminators of the values offreedom,
justice, rationality and humanism enshrined in the body of english texts.
This paved the way for the construction of an ideological system of
education which "even a political revolution will not destroy and upon
which after ages may erect a vast superstructure."
9
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This resulted in WOG (Western Oriented Gentlemen) culture. Thus
making Indians "homogenised and civilized"?
The original concept of 'rule by concept' was developed by Antonio
Gr~sci. By.creating an ideological system of cultural production which
is capable of generating its own controlled opposition and co-opting in
the process of substantial part of the native intelligentsia as "willing
participants" in the system.
Even the worst education system will produce out of sheer genetic
potential some human-beings born with some sort of mind which survives
even education. And so out of even this Macaulay system the greats like
C.V. Raman, Gopal Krishna Gokhale, Bal Gangadhar Tilak,
S.Radhakrishnan, and our great S.R. Ranganathan have been produced.
One of the fIrst acts of the Indian leadership was to place availability
of education for the people even higher priority than the availability of
food, or clean drinking water for all. The obvious thinking was that all
other objectives of development are properly spelled out and implemented.
It was believed that if igqorance could be removed, superstitution and
blind belief are rooted out. and if bigotry and intolerance could be
contained the nation would consolidate itself, and people would
proficiently participate in decision-making with regard to their own future.
The spread of regional languages as the medium of insttuction was another
facet of policy to facilitate the spread of learning and creativity and to
reduce the gap between the common man and the' educated elite" .
-.,
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But, the colonial hangover has resulted in t~e feeling that whatever
we do will be inferior to foreign technology.
This little-bit deflection Wa.5 necessary because we should know
our target group thoroughly. We should be in a position to establish em-
pathy with the target group.
Past is Past. No one has the capacity to change past. As librarians
we are habituated to take care of only past records. But between past and
future there extends an intennediate region with which I am casually
connected either actively nor passively at this moment. Thus, what we
are left with is NOW !JUST NOW! No more than that. As I concentrate
on each of this thought, "NOW" slips b)' me into the past. My past is
nothing more than a histof)' of how well I dealt with each irretrievable
"NOW". So if yesterday is history and tomorrow is prediction, only the
present exists. .
The future is nothing more than ah approaching series of"NOWs'~.
During each of the "NOWs" I will make a decision whether or not future
~.Nows" will be different. A brighter future grows out ofa brighter 'NOW'.
Therefore, .my future improves only as I make better use of the current
moment.
It's the time remaining that counts. My \\lillingness to accept re-
sponsibilit)i for improving m)i. time will determine the quality of the rest
of my life. The same velocity that carries this 'NOW" into the past can
carry me at the same rate towards exciting moments of the future when-
ever increasing. goals become reality. The challenge is clear. The choice
to utilise or not to utilise my "Now'~. Now itself.is mine. I cannot preserve
future "NOW'. My time will be spent making things happen:
Some ofus may say that "we can learn lessons from past". Do we
really do it? Do we really have time, patience, daring and sensitivity to
stare at our past records as. it is! Many may say we have no time, or we
don't ",rant to waste our time for the sake of unchangeable past. As long
as I am running I need not worry. Now, I am running as fast as I can. But~
are you sure that )rou are not running in the reverse direction? Please
check it yourself. Compete with your own past records.
-
A science-dependent economy is characterized by boldness, team
spirit, and recognition of and reward for merit. These qualities are essential
for scientific innovation. Creativity, means instability and a societ)' must
be d)'namic enough to absorb that instability .
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In conttast a society whose production of wealth mainly depends
on natural elements like monsoons still thinks in terms of the God above
and the feudal lord on the earth. Such a society opts for stability at the
cost of innovation. In it people are generally timid, afraid of new ideas
and new things, and obsessed with rittlals rather than results. Such a society
is most comfortable in a demerited patron-protege relationship.
What is needed is a system which is so supportive that its members
achieve more than they seem to be capable of:
1.3.6.4 T~ng Visions into Reality
Athletes draw mental pictures of them-selves performing at their
best, continuously rehearsirig their visions until they play them out in real
life. On a more metaphorical level, cancer patients imagine chemotherapy
as a magic elixir flooding their systems and washing away the !Ilalignant
cells. Still others use visualization to reduce stress or alleviate pain.
Precisely how visualization works remains a subject of conjecture
and ongoing clinical research. But the fact that it can be effective in certain
situations has been understood intuitively for years. To be sure, imagining
is no substitute for reality .The cancer patient can no more given up medical
treatment than the athlete can forgo phycial training. But many sports
psychologists and physicians believe that just as depression or despair
can impair performance or recovery , a strong positive visualization can
enhance it.
There has to be a synchrony in terms of time between knowledge
transfer or skill tt"ansfer and the supply of input necessary to apply that
knowledge. i.e. If you give information that a new variety of mango is
very tasty and high-yielding early and of best where is the seedling or
cutting or material? We must have a tie-up between knowledge and the
other l~ in the system necessary to device maximum benefit for the
livelihood of the rural poor from that knowledge.
It is important to those people who actually work with the end user
to package to information and thereby be sure of getting feedbacks.
Packaging of information for different groups is also important and
~hould be focused on the hitherto neglected (i.e.) unreached) people.
 








 
